EMBASSY SECURITY

Upgrades Have Enhanced Security, but Site Conditions Prevent Full Adherence to Standards

What GAO Found

OBO has a threat- and vulnerability-based process for prioritizing which posts receive CSUP projects and a planning process that utilizes input from State’s Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DS) and post officials. DS assessments are currently based on physical security of each post’s main compound, although many posts have facilities located outside the compound. DS is developing a prioritization process that will factor in the number of personnel, threat levels, and vulnerabilities at each facility, including those off compound. OBO has improved its planning processes by conducting a comprehensive survey of posts’ physical security needs, including off-compound facilities.

GAO found that 96 percent of 47 projects undertaken since fiscal year 2004 were completed within 30 days of their contractual completion date. However, OBO modified 81 percent of the contracts to extend their completion dates. GAO also found that while OBO paid the contractors the amount specified in the contracts, contract modifications resulted in cost adjustments to all but two contracts, which GAO found in prior work is not uncommon in government renovation projects. OBO cited factors outside the contractors’ control as the cause of most delays and cost increases, such as lengthy local permitting issues. To help ensure security upgrades contracted for are completed, OBO assigns a project manager who is responsible for the project’s completion and relies on regional and post officials to provide additional monitoring.

CSUP projects have enhanced posts’ compliance with physical security standards by constructing compound access control facilities, safe areas for post personnel, and compound walls and barriers. However, at the 11 posts GAO visited, site conditions prevented them from adhering fully with standards. For example, more than one post’s urban location prevented it from achieving a 100-foot setback from the street, a key security standard. As a result, many buildings and their occupants may remain vulnerable to attack.

Key Security Measures at a Notional Embassy

- CAC: compound access control facility
- Anti-climb wall
- Blast-resistant construction
- 100’ setback
- Anti-ram barriers
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